
Run 2127 White Horse, Swavesey.    Hares: Klinger & Klingon   Scribe: Jetstream   
 
It was only a couple of months since Pedro & Wron Keys laid a trail here and 
although we set off up Taylors Lane, this was just a check-back so that Wrong 
Way could live up to his name. So it was out on Middle Fen Drove and towards 
the Lakes. As this was the previous trail backwards I went onto the CH3 
website with a view to plagiarising the run report for Run 2112, backwards. 
Alas, the appointed Scribe, Chimp, hasn’t written her report so this was a non-
starter. 
 

              
 
With a long track towards the lakes the FRBs were soon a mile ahead with Muthatuka just managing to 
keep in touch. A check on the flood bank near the river had Wrong Way going the wrong way yet again, 
this time followed by Wimp. Another long stretch along the bank although a couple of checks had El 
Rave, Wimp and others trying to find a trail amongst the bullocks to the left, or were they just trying to 
break up the monotony of the true trail. Reaching the gravel track, a left turn led us to a very welcome 
beer stop. Memories of Haven’t Got One’s run came flooding back – literally, as we’d waded through 
knee deep water last time we ran this way.  
 
Leaving the beer stop we went over the track to see the “Amazing View” over the lake. Whilst this may 
be amazing for Fen Ditton it doesn’t compare with any other scenic view I’ve ever seen. Lingered to 
admire the view for a couple of seconds and then followed the grassy path up to the Misguided Busway 
where we came across another check. Leg-over led the pack straight on but as this was obviously an 
optional loop, I headed left along a nice quiet path alongside the lakes. Very peaceful without all those 
hashers calling On-On and it was quite satisfying to arrive at the check at the end of the optional loop, 
way ahead of the pack (for a change!). Back at the White Horse Inn by 12.30 and an excellent choice of 
real ales plus bowls of chips, kindly provided by the Landlord. Anyone with a CAMRA card was rewarded 
by a discount on the beer.  

        
 
It was good to see returnees G-Spot and Mrs Hoopless (hashed with us for five years and never got a 
hash handle), who only sipped their down-downs before passing them back to the Beer Master for 
recycling. It seems that we have to run from Swavesey on a sunny day to entice them to join us. RA 
Kermit asked if anyone had a charge, and in the absence of any sinners on today’s trail proceeded to call 
Big Swinger for losing her Normal for Norfolk T-shirt, Paparazzi for sleeping on the wrong boat on the 
Dalmatian Cruise (not that El Rave noticed). Hold It For Me volunteered himself for a down-down for 
lubrication and Muthatuka was punished for persuading El Rave and Benghazi to try the exceedingly 
hot curry in Norwich, with predictable after effects. Big Leg, Calamity and Pedro competed for having 
the highest cuts up their legs.  

                                                     

 


